A device to study the initiation and propagation of calcium transients in cultured neurons after mechanical stretch.
The brain is generally considered protected from mechanical forces. However, during traumatic events, cells in brain tissue are exposed to complex mechanical events including transient acceleration, pressure, and direct stretch. This paper presents a model to expose cultured cells of the central nervous system (CNS) to a defined stretch insult. The system is designed to apply a single transient uniaxial stretch to cultured cells; control of both the magnitude and rate of stretch allows study of a broad range of conditions, from physiologic to traumatic. Distinct from previous cell-stretching systems, we control the fraction of cells deformed and examine the response of stretched cells or the surrounding population of unstretched cells, the "mechanical penumbra," of the same culture. Finally, we use this new model with cultured neurons, measuring the acute calcium response in traumatically stretched cells and the propagation of this calcium influx in neighboring, but unstretched cells. Stretched neurons exhibit a strain rate and magnitude-dependent response, unstretched exhibit an "all-or-none" response. This model will further our understanding of the complex interaction between mechanical stimuli, resulting biochemical cascades, and interaction between mechanical and other challenges, thereby furthering our understanding of the initiation and evolution of cellular damage following traumatic CNS injury.